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All about the wings
Some birds have wings. Some birds have colorful wings! Some birds have blue wings or black wings or red wings. Red Robins have red wings. The blue wings are the blue jay wings. The black wings are the regular birds.

All about the smooth wings
The birds have smooth wings. All birds have smooth wings. Like dogs they have smooth fur on the top of the heads! And people! They have smooth hair. Like me!

Mothers lay eggs
Birds lay eggs. All birds lay eggs! Just like mother Robins they get babies.

When the birds are hungry for worms
Birds eat worms! Do you know? They are hungry. Just like people! I always get hungry! We don’t eat worms we eat people food. Just like me!

Birds can fly
Birds can fly! They flap their wings up and down! Just like owls but they can glide! Just like owls too... they can fly!

A part of a bird
Here is a diagram of a bird it has labels! They have a body? Like me! I have a face but I don’t have a beak!
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All audit the whegs.

All audit the smooth whegs.

Mother birds lay eggs when birds are hungry for worms.

A part of a bird
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all added the wangs

Birds have wangs.
Some birds have caofowl wangs! Some birds have black wings or blue wangs. Red robins have red wings.
Wings. The blue wings are the blue gay wings. The black wings are the regular birds.
all about the Smove Wegs

The birds has some smooth wengs. All birds have smove wengs. Like dogs, they have smove fore on the top of the bags! And peep!
They have smooth hair like me!
Mothers lay eggs.

Birds lay eggs.

All birds lay eggs! Just like mothers' robins, they get babies. Just like birds! But
the mothers are not.
When the birds are hungry
for worms

Birds eat worms!

Do you know?

They are huge.

Just like people!

I always get hungry! We don't eat worms we eat people.
food! Just like me!
Birds can fly!

They flap their wings up and down! Just like seagulls, but they glide just like owls too. They
Can fly!
A part of a Bird

Here is a diagram of a bird. It has a body, wings, and it lays eggs. We they have a body like me! I have a face, but I don't
have a break